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xlv PREFACE

While the first chapter contains explanations that are eas-
ily comprehensible, the remainder of the book is on a more
technical level. Some devices are used to facilitate reading.
Material not absolutely necessary for an understanding of the
main text is printed in small type, e.g. digressions into more
technical problems, examples, proofs, references to other
authors, etc. Among the numbered definitions and theo-
rems, the more important are marked by , +,. Each chapter
and each section is preceded by a brief summary. This will
enable the reader to look back over what has been covered
and to anticipate the path immediately ahead, so that he wiil
not feel lost in the jungle.
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INTRODUCTION TO SEMANTICS.

A. SEMIOTIC AND ITS PARTS
Semiotic, the theory of signs and languages, is divided into

three parts: pragmatics, semantics, and syntax. Semantics is
divided into descriptive and pure semantics; syntax is divided
analogously into descriptive and pure syntax. The present
book deals with pure semantics, pure syntax, and their relations.

ll

$ 1. Obiect Language and MetalanguaS,e
The language spoken about in some context is called the ob-

ject language; the language in which we speak about the first is
called the metalanguage.

A lang,uage, as it is usually understood, is a system of
sounds, or rather of the habits of producing them by the
speaking organs, for the purpose of communicating with other
persons, i.e. of influencing their actions, decisions, thoughts,
etc. Instead of speech sounds other movements or things
are sometimes produced for the same purpose, e.g. gestures,
written marks, signals by drums, flags, trumpets, rockets,
etc. It seems convenient to take the term 'language' in such
a wide sense as to cover all these kinds of systems of means
of communication, no matter what material they use. Thus
we will distinguish between speech language (or spoken
Ianguage), language of writing (or written language), gesture
language, etc. Of course, speech language is the most im-
portant practically, and is, moreover, in most cases the basis
of any other language, in the sense that this other language
is learned with the help of the speech language. But this
fact is accidental; any of the other kinds of language could
be learned and used in a way independent of the speech
language.

If we investigate, analyze, and describe a language Ly we
need a language L2 for formulating the results of our in-
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vestigation of Zr or the rules for the use of Zr. In this case we
call Z1 the object language, L2 the metalan$ua$e. The
sum total of what can be known about Zr and said in L2 may
be called the metatheory of.Z1 (in Lr). If. we describe in Eng-
lish the grammatical structure of modern German and French
or describe the historical development of speech forms or
analyze literary works in these languages, then German and
French are our object languages and English is our meta-
language. Any language whatever can be taken as an object
language; any language containing expressions suitable for
describing the features of languages may be taken as a meta-
language. Object language and metalanguage may also be
identical, e.g. when we are speaking in English about Eng-
Iish grammar, literature, etc.

$ 2. Signs and Expressions
The smallest units of a language are called signs; sequences

of signs are called erpressions,

A continuous utterance in a language, e.g. a speech, a

book, or a flag message, may be analyzed into smaller and
smaller parts. Thus a speech may be divided into sentences,
each sentence into words, each word into phonemes. A book
or letter may be divided into (written) sentences, each sen-

tence into (written) words, each word into letters of the
alphabet, each letter into the simple strokes of which it
consists. Where we stop the analysis is to some extent ar-
bitrary, depending upon the purpose of our investigation.
When interested in grammar, we may take (spoken or writ-
ten) words or certain parts of words as ultimate units; when
interested in spelling, letters; when interested in the histori-
cal development of ietter forms, the single form elements of
the letters. When we speak 'i,n abstracto about analysis of
language, we use the term 'sign' to designate the ultimate
units of the expressions of the languages. Thereby it re-
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mains undecided whether words or letters or whatever else
are taken as signs; this may be specified as soon as we go
over from the general discussion to a special investigation of
some one language.

By an expression in a language we mean any finite se-
quence of signs in that language, no matter whether meaning-
ful or not. Thus we treat all utterances in language as being
of linear form. This is convenient because it enables us to
specify the positions of signs in an expression by enumera-
tion. A spoken utterance in one of the ordinary languages is
a temporal series of sounds; a written utterance consists of
marks ordered in lines; either of them can therefore easily be
taken as linear, i.e. as one sequence. Where in practice a
second dimension is used - as e.g. in written accents or
similar discriminating marks, in a statistical table of figures,
or in a diagram of a configuration in chess - it is always pos-
sible by some device to regard the whole expression as linear
(e.g. by counting the accent in 'trBs' as the fourth sign, the
's' as the fifth).

$ 3. Sign-Events and Sign-Designs
The word'sign' is ambiguous. It means sometimes a single

object or event, sometimes a kind to which many objects be-
long. Whenever necessary, we shall use'sign-eaenl' in the first
case, 'sign-design' in the second.

In the ordinary way of speaking about signs and expres-
sions, e.g. letters of the alphabet, words, phrases, and sen-
tences in English, certain ambiguities often occur. Thus,
for instance, the word 'letter'- and analogously the words
'word', tsentence', etc. -is used in two different ways, as
exhibited by the following two sets of examples: r. "There
are two letters 's' in the eighth word of this paragraph";
"'fhe second letter's'in that word is a plural ending".
z. "The letter 's' occurs twice in the word'signs' "; "The
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letter's'is in many cases used as a plural ending in Eng-

lish". In (r) we say "manyletters's'", in (z) "the letter

's' ", thus indicating that there is only onel hence the phrase

"letter's"'has two differentmeanings. In (r), a letter is a

single thing or event, e.g. a body consisting of printer's ink
or a sound event; therefore, it is at a certain time-moment

or during a certain time-interval, and at each time-moment

within iis duration it occupies a certain place. In (z), on

the other hand, a letter is not a single thing but a class of

things to which many things may belong, e.g. the letter 's' is
that class of written or printed marks to which ail lower case

S's belong. Although, in most cases, the context leaves no

doubt as to which of the two meanings is intended, it will
sometimes be advisable to distinguish them explicitly' In
cases of this kind we shall use the term 'event ' - or 'letter-
event', and analogously'word-event','expression-event',
'sentence-event', etc.-for meaning (r), and the term

'design'- or 'letter-design', and analogously 'word-
design', texpression-design','sentence-design', etc' - for

meaning (z).
In historical descriptions of particuiar acts of speaking or

writing, expression-events are often dealt with. But they
are usually characterized by the designs to which they be-

long. When we say "Caesar wrote 'vici'", then we are

.p.ukit g about a certain word-event produced by Caesar's

hand; but we describe it by its design; the sentence is meant

to say: "Caesar wrote a word-event of the design 'vici' "'
(Wt.n we are not concerned with the history of single acts

but with the linguistic description of a certain language or

the logical (syntactical or semantical) analysis of a certain

language system, then the features which we study are com-

mon to all events of a design. Therefore, in this kind of in-

vestigation, it is convenient to drop reference to expression-

".r"rri. 
entirely and to speak only about designs.) Instead of
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saying, "Every event of the word-design 'Hund' is a noun-
event (in German)", we may simply say, "The word-design

'Hund' is a noun-design". Since in these fields we are deal-
ing with designs only, we may establish the convention that,
in texts belonging to these fields, e.g. in this treatise, 'word'
is to be understood as 'word-design', 'noun' as 'noun-
design', and analogously with 'sign', 'expression', 'sen-
tence', etc. Thus we come to the ordinary formulation,
"The word 'Hund' is a noun". In the same way, if we say

in syntax that a certain sentence is provable in a certain
calculus, or in semantics that a certain sentence is true, then
we mean to attribute these properties to sentence-designs,

because they are shared by all sentence-events of a design;

the same holds for all other concepts of syntax and semantics.
An expression-event consists of (one or more) sign-events,

and an expression-design consists of sign-designs. However,
the relation is not the same in the two cases. fn an expres-

sion*event all elements are different (i.e. non-identical);
there is no repetition of sign-events, because an event (".g. a
physical object) can only be at one place at a time. On the
other hand, in an expression-design a certain sign-design may
occupy several positions; in this case we speak of the several

occuruencesof the sign (-design) within the expression (-design).

Examfl,es. The first and the last letter-event in the eighth word-
event of $ 3 in your copy(-event) of this book(-design) are two bodies
of ink. They are different (i.e. non-identical), afthough similar (i.e'

of similar geometrical shape); their similarity enables you to recognize

them as belonging to the same design. Thus that word-event contains
two letter-eventsts'. On the other hand, the word-design'signs'can-
not contain two letter-designs's'because there is only one letter-
design's'1 but this design's'occurs at two positions in the design

'signs' just as one and the same color or kind of substance or disease

or architectural style may occur at difierent places, i'e. be exhibited
by different things.

In an exact exhibition, an expression-event may be represented
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either as a (discrete, fi.nite) series of sign-events or as a sequence with-
out repetitions. But an expression-design has to be represented as a
(finite) sequence of sign-designs becauJe the same sifn-design may
occur in it several times. (concerning the difierence letwei series
and sequences, see $ 6.)

Whether in the metalanguage names of sign-events or names of
sign-designs are assigned to the zero-level, i.e. tiken as individual con-
stants, depends upon the purpose of the investigation. rf sign-events
are dealt with at all (p in descriptive semiotic), they will iir general
be taken as individuals and hence be designated by individuil con-
stants. In this case, a sign-design is a property or class of sign-
events and hence to be designated by a predicate (level r, degree-r;
see $ 6). If, however, only designs and nol events are referred ti - as
is mostly the case in pure semiotic, especially in pure syntax and pure
semantics - then sign-designs may be taken as individuals.
. Another ambiguity of the word ,word, may be mentioned, althoughit is 

-of- 
less importance for our subsequent discussions.' ,Speai,,

'tp-"rF:', 'speaking', tspoken' are sometimes, e.g. in grammar Looks,
called four forms of the same word, but at othei times four difierent
words (of the same word group). We prefer the second use of the
phrase'the same word(-design),, hence applying it only in cases of
literal similarity, i.e. where the word-eventilonsist of letier-events of
the same designs.

$ 4. The Parts of Semiotic: pragmatics, Semantics,
and Syntax

- In an application of language, we may distinguish three chief
factors: the speaker, the expression uttered, and the designatum
of the expression, i.e. that to which the speaker intends-to refer
!), the expression. In semioticf, the general theory of signs and
languages, three fields are distinguished. An investigattn of a
language belongs to progmotics if explicit reference to a speaker
is made; it belongs to semanti.cst if designata but not speakers
are.referred to; it belongs to syntart if neither speakirs nor
designata but only expressions are dealt with.

t For term,i.nological remarks concerning the terms marked. by
an obelisk, see $ 37.

When we observe an application of language, we observe
an organism, usually a human being, producing a sound,

$ 4. THE PARTS OF SBMTOTTC g

mark, gesture, or the like as an expression in order to refer
by it to something, e.g. an object. Thus we may distinguish
three factors involved: the speaker, the expression, and what
is referred to, which we shall call the designatum of the
expression. (We say e.g. that in German'Rhein'designates
the Rhine, and that the Rhine is the designatum of 'Rhein';
likewise, the designatum of 'rot' is a certain property,
namely the color red; the designatum of 'kleiner'is a certain
relation, that of 'Temperatur' a certain physical function,
etc.)

ff we are analyztng a language, then we are concerned, of
course, with expressions. But we need not necessarily also
deal with speakers and designata. Although these factors
are present whenever language is used, we may abstract from
one or both of them in what we intend to say about the
Ianguage in question. Accordingly, we distinguish three
fields of investigation of languages. If in an investigation
explicit reference is made to the speaker, or, to put it in more
general terms, to the user of a language, then we assign it to
the field of pragmatics. (Whether in this case reference to
designata is made or not makes no difference for this classi-
fication.) If we abstract from the user of the language and
analyze only the expressions and their designata, we are in
the field of semanticst. And if, finally, we abstract from
the designata also and analyze only the relations between the
expressions, we are in (logical) syntaxt. The whole science
of language, consisting of the three parts mentioned, is
called semiotict.

The distinction between the three parts of semiotic has been made
by C. W. Morris [Foundations] (see bibliography at the end of this
book) on the basis of earlier distinctions of the three factors men-
tioned. There is a slight difference in the use of the term 'pragmatics',
which is defined by Morris as the field dealing with the relations be-
tween speakers (or certain processes in them) and expressions. Iu
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practice, however, there does not seem to be a sharp line between
investigations of this kind and those which refer also to designata.

Examples of praryatical investigations ate: a physiologi-
cal analysis of the processes in the speaking organs and in the
nervous system connected with speaking activities; a psy-
chological analysis of the relations between speaking be-
havior and other behavior; a psychological study of the
different connotations of one and the same word for different
individuals; ethnological and sociological studies of the
speaking habits and their difierences in different tribes,
different age groups, social strata; a study of the procedures
applied by scientists in recording the results of experiments,
etc. Semanlzcs contains the theory of what is usually called
the meaning of expressions, and hence the studies leading
to the construction of a dictionary translating the object
language into the metalanguage. But we shall see that
theories of an apparently quite different subject-matter also
belong to semantics, e.g. the theory of truth and the theory
of logical deduction. It turns out that truth and logical con-
sequence are concepts based on the relation of designation,
and hence semanticai concepts.
(An investigation, a method, a concept concerning expres-

sions of a language are called formalt if in their application
reference is made not to the designata of the expressions but
only to their form, i.e. to the kinds of signs occurring in an
expression and the order in which they occur. Hence any-
thing represented in a formal way belongs to syntax.) It can
easily be seen that it is possible to formulate rules for the
construction of sentences, so-called rules of formation, in a
strictly formal way (see e.g. the rules for 53 in g B). One
might perhaps think at first that syntax would be restricted
to a formulation and investigation of rules of this kind and
hence would be a rather poor field. But it turns out that,
in addition , rul,es of d.ed,uction can be formulated in a formal
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way and hence within syntax. This can, among other possi-
bilities, be done in such a way that these rules lead to the
same results as the semantical rules of logical deduction. In
this way it is possible to represent logic in syntax.

The representation of certain concepts or procedures in a formal
way and hence within syntax is sometimes called Jormal,izatiom. The
formalization of semantical systems, i.e. the construction of corre-
sponding syntactical systems, wilI be explained in $ 36.

The result that logical deduction can be represented in a formal way

- in other words, the possibility of a formal,'izati.on of logi.c - is one of
the most important results of the development of modern logic. The
trend in this direction is as old as logic itself ; but in different periods
of its development the formal side has been emphasized sometimes
more and sometimes less (comp. Scholz, Geschi.chte d,er Logik, ry3r).
The problem of the possibility of a full formalization of logic will be
the chief subject-matter of Volume II.

For terminological remarks concerning the terms 'syntax' and
'formal', see $ 37.

$ 5. Descriptive and Pure Semantics
Descriptiae semonti.cs is the empirical investigation of the

semantical features of historically given languages. Pure
semant'i,cs is the analysis of semantical systems, i.e. systems of
semantical rules. Syntax is divided analogously. The present
book is concerned with semantical and syntactical systems and
their relations, hence only with pure semantics and syntax.

Semantical investigations are of two different kinds; we
shall distinguish them as descriptive and pure semantics.
By descriptive semantics we mean the description and
analysis of the semantical features either of some particular
historically given language, e.g. French, or of all historically
given languages in general. The first would be speciol, de-
scriptive semantics; the second, general. descriptive seman-
tics. Thus, descriptive semantics describes facts; it is an
empirical science. On the other hand, we may set up a sys-
tem of semantical rules, whether in close connection with a
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historically given language or freely invented; we call this
a semanti,cal system. The construction and analysis of se-
mantical systems is called pure semantics. The rules of
a semantical system S constitute, as we shall see, nothing else
than a definition of certain semantical concepts with respect
to ^S, e.g. 'designation in S'or 'true in S'. Pure semantics
consists of definitions of this kind and their consequences;
therefore, in contradistinction to descriptive semantics, it
is entirely analytic and without factual content.

We make an analogous distinction between descriptive
and pure syntax (compare [Syntax] gg z and z4), and divide
these fields into two parts, speci,al, and general, syntax (com-
pare [Syntax] $ +O). Descriptive syntax is an empirical in-
vestigation of the syntactical features of given languages.
Pure syntax deals with syntactical systems. A syntactical
system (or calculus) K consists of rules which define syn-
tactical concepts, e.g. 'sentence in K', 'provable in K',
'derivable in K'. Pure syntax contains the analytic sen-
tences of the metalanguage which foilow from these defini-
tions. Both in semantics and in syntax the relation between
the pure and the descriptive field is perfectly analogous to
the relation between pure or mathematical geometry, which
is a part of mathematics and hence analytic, and physical
geometry, which is a part of physics and hence empirical
(compare [Syntax] g z5; [Foundations] g zz).

Sometimes the question is discussed whether semantics
and syntax are dependent upon pragmatics or not. The
answer is that in one sense they are but in another they are
not. Descriptive semantics and syntax are indeed based on
pragmatics. Suppose we wish to study the semantical and
syntactical properties of a certain Eskimo language not
previously investigated. Obviously, there is no other way
than first to observe the speaking habits of the people who
use it. Only after fioding by observation the pragmatical
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fact that those people have the habit of using the word
'igloo' when they intend to refer to a house are we in a posi-
tion to make the semantical statement "'igloo' means (desig-
nates) house" and the syntactical statement "'igloo' is a
predicate". In this way all knowledge in the field of de-
scriptive semantics and descriptive syntax is based upon
previous knowledge in pragmatics. Lingui,slics,in the widest
sense, is that branch of science which contains all empirical
investigation concerning languages. It is the descriptive,
empirical part of semiotic (of spoken or written languages);
hence it consists of pragmatics, descriptive semantics, and
descriptive syntax. But these three parts are not on the
same level; pragmatics is the basis Jor all' of l,inguistics. How-
ever, this does not mean that, within linguistics, we must
always explicitly refer to the users of the language in ques-
tion. Once the semantical and syntactical features of a
language have been found by way of pragmatics, we may
turn our attention away from the users and restrict it to
those semantical and syntactical features. Thus e.g. the
two statements mentioned before no longer contain explicit
pragmatical references. In this way, descriptive semantics
and syntax are, strictly speaking, parts of pragmatics.

With respect to pure semantics and syntax the situation
is different. These fields are independent of pragmatics.
Here we lay down definitions for certain concepts, usually
in the form of rules, and study the analytic consequences of
these definitions. In choosing the rules we are entirely free.
Sometimes we may be gtrided in our choice by the considera-
tion of a given language, that is, by pragmatical facts. But
this concerns only the motivation of our choice and has no
bearing upon the correctness of the results of our analysis
of the rules. (Analogy: the fact that somebody's garden has
the shape of a pentagon may induce him to direct his studies
in mathematical geometry to pentagons, or rather to certain
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abstract structures which correspond in a certain way to
!9dies of pentagonal shape; the shape of his garden guides
his interests but does not constitute a basis for the results of
his study.)

This treatise is devotedto pure semantics arid pure syntar,
or rather to the field in which semantical systems and syn_
tactical systems, and in addition their relations, are analyzed.
(There is so far no suitable name for this field; see termino-
logical remarks, g 37, 'Theory of Systems,.) There will
occasionally also occur examples referring to semantical
or syntactical features of historical 1anguages, say English
or French, apparently belonging to descriptive semantiis or
syntax. But these examples are in fact meant as referring to
semantical or syntactical systems which either are actually
constructed or could be constructed in close connection with
those languages.

._ Ex,amples. Suppose that we make the statement, ,,The sentences
'Napoleon was born in Corsica, and ,Napoleon was not born in
Corsica' are logically exclusive (incompatible) in English,,. This is
pealt as based upon a system E of semantical rules, especially a rule
for'not', constructed in consideration of the English tunguag". tte
ry.rt-"* E is tacitly or explicitly presupposed in this stateirent; it
might be that a rule for,not, has really-been given previously, or it
might be that it has not but easily could be given. In uny .ur., .o.r_
cepts of logical analysis like ' logically exclusive ', 'logically 6quivaient ,,
etc., can only be applied on the basis of a system of rulei.

The subject-matter of this treatise is restricted in still an-

,other direction, as compared with that of semiotic in general.(our discussions apply onl,y to declaratiae sentences)-leaving
aside all sentences of other kinds, e.g. questions, impera-
tives, etc.; and hence only to language syit"m, (semantical
systems) consisting of declarative sentences. our terminol-
ogy is to be understood in this restricted sense; ,sentence, is
short for 'declarative sentence,, ,language, for ,language

$ 6. SYMBOLS AND TERMS OF SYMBOLIC LOGIC 15

(system) consisting of declarative sentences', 'English' for
'that part of English which consists of declarative sentences',
'interpretation of a sentence of a calculus' for 'interpreta-
tion of the sentence as a declarative sentence', etc.

Not much has been done so far in the logical analysis of other than
declarative sentences. Concerning iruperatiues and ought-sentences
see: E. Mally, Grundgesetze d.es Soll,ens; Elemente d,er Logi.k d,es Wi.llens,
19z6; W. Dubislav, "Zur Unbegriindbarkeit der Forderungss?itze",
Theoria 3r 1937 I J. Jfrgensen, " Imperatives and Logic" , Erkenntnis 7 ,
1938; K. Menger, "A Logic of the Doubtful: On Optative and Im-
perative Logic", Reports oJ a Math. Colloqu'i.um, znd ser., no. r, pp. 53-
6+; R. Rand, "Logik der Forderungsseilze", Zei.tschr. f. Theori.e d.
Rechles, rg3g; A. Hofstadter and J. C. C. McKinsey, "On the Logic
of Imperatives", Pltil. oJ Sc. 6, pp. 446-457, rg39. Concerning ques-
lions see short remarks in [Syntax] $ 76, and in Ilofstadter and Mc-
Kinsey, loc. cit., p. 4S4.

g 6. Survey of Some Symbols and Terrns of Symbolic
Lo$ic

Symbols and technical terms are listed here for later use in
this book. Features deviating from other authors are chiefly
found in the following paragraphs: use of letters; terminology
of designata; (series and sequences); German Ietters; meta-
language.

t For terminological remarks concerning the terms marked
by an obelisk, see $ 37.

In the subsequent discussions we shall often make use of
symbolic logic, especially its elementary part3. Therefore
a brief survey of the symbols, letters, and terms used wiil be
given here. We shall later apply these symbols chiefly in
examples of sentences in object languages, but occasionally
also in a metalanguage. While we usually take the ordinary
English word-language as metalanguage, it will sometimes
be convenient, for greater clarity and precision, to use a few
symbols in the metalanguage, either in combination with
English words or alone.
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Svllror, TnaNsr,erroN

r. Proposilionall
colculust

one-place I negationt
I disjunctiont

- I coniunctiont
two-Place .i imiicationi
connectrons I '

I

l. equivalencet

z. FunctionoJl
calculusl

universality

existence

abstraction

individual signs
predicates (levei r), degree r
predicates (level r), degree z

functors
propositional signst
signs without types

eonneclioes

'(\*,y) (. .*..t..)'
'*: !'

CorsreNrs
t b t, etc.
.Q'
,S,
.1,
tB', etc.

'*'r'y'rtz'retc-
, F,,'G',fr,,,L'

'!'r'q', etc.
' 1l' , '11' , etc.

'for every x,

Vlruenrrs

Examples of sentences. 'P(a)' means "a is P (i.e. has the
property P)"; 'R(a,b)"'ahas the relation Rtob";'M(P)'
"P is M (i.e. the property P has the property of second
level M) ".

Indhtidual' sigzs designate the individuals of the realm in

Use of letlers for the different types.
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question (objects); they belong to the zero level. Their
properties and relations, and the predicates by which these

are designated, belong to the first level. An attribute (i.e.

a property or a relation) attributed to something of the level
n, and the predicate designating it, belong to the level n * t.
A predicate of degree r (also called one-place predicate)
designates a property; a predicate of degree n (n-place
predicate) designates an n-adic relation, i.e. a relation hold-
ing between z members.

Examples of functors:'prod','temp'1'prodlm,n)' des-

ignates the product of the numbers nn and n, 'temp(x) ' the
temperature of the body *.

A definition has the form(... :Dr ---'; this means:

" '. . .'is to be interchangeable with (- - -' " (see $ z+). Some-

times, instead of ' :pr', t :' (between sentenCes) or ( : '
(between other expressions) is used. r. . .' is called the
definiendum, (- - -'the definiens.

Classification of forms of sentences. Atomic sentences
are those which contain neither connectives nor variables
(e.g. 'R(a,b)','b: c'); a molecular sentence is one not
containing variables but consisting of atomic sentences
(called its components) and connectives (".g. ' -P(a)',
'A V B');a general sentence is one containing a variable
(e.s. '(Ur)P(*)').' 

In a sentence of the form '(r) (. . .) ' ot '(gr) ( . .) ' or an

expression of the form '(xr)(. .x..)"'(*)"'(fu)" and

'(tr*)' are called operators (universal, existential, and

lambda- operator, respectively); '. . .' is called the operand
belonging to the operator. A variable at a certain place in
an expression is called bound if it stands at that place in an

operator or in an operand whose operator contains the same

variable; otherwise it is called free. An expression is called

open, if it contains a free variable; otherwise closed. (A

class of sentences is called closed if ali its sentences are
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closed; this concept must be distinguished from that of a
class closed with respect to a certain relation.) An open ex-
pression will also be called an expressional funitiont;
and, moreover, an expressional function of degree n, if. the
number of (different) variables occurring in it as free variables
is a. An expressional function such that it or the closed ex-
pressions constructed out of it by substitution are sentences
is called a sentential functiont.

Terminol,ogy of desi,gnata. In this treatise, the following
terms for designata will be used. (Some of them do not seem
to me quite satisfactory; they will be changed as soon as
better ones have been proposed.)

SrcNs on ExpnrssroNs DrsrcNare

individual constants
predicates of degree r
predicates of degree z

and higher
functors
sentences

. ser.ies a.nd. sequences. There are two difierent ways of ordering ob-
jects in a- linear order; it can be done by a series o, 

-by 
u ,.qr.o.".. A

series of a objects is a transitive, irreflexive, and connected relation
('r precedes 1'). A sequence with z members is, so to speak, an enu-
meration of the objects (at most n); it can be represent"d i, t*o
difierent-ways: (r) by a predicate of degree z which 

-designates 
a one-

many relation between the objects and the ordinal .rr*be.s ap to n,
(z) by'an argument expression containing z terms (in this ca^se, the
argument expression and the sequence designated are said to be of
degree n). lExampla.. Suppose we want to order the objects b, c, d
in such a way that we take first b, then c, then d, then c again. Thus
we have a sequence with n: 4 but only three objects. Th'is sequence
may be.represented in either of the following ways: (r) by , {b;r, c;2,
dB, c;+l ' i.e. as the relation which correlateJtfre oUleci f io it 

" "u-_ber r, c to z and also to 4, and d to 3; (z) by ,b;c;d;c,. If the objects
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are individuals, the expression in (r) is of the first level, that in (z) of
the zero level. Thus method (z) leads to simpler formulationsl we
shall apply it in this book. The sentence 'T(b,c,d,c)' is usually para-
phrased in about this way: "The relation T (of degree +) holds for the
objects b, c, d and c in this order"; on the basis of method (z), we shall
permit, in addition, the following formulation: "The relation T (of
degree 4) holds for the sequence (of degree +) b;c;d;c."] In a sequence,
repetitions are possible, i.e. the same member may occur at several
places (e.g., c in the example given). In a series, this is impossible be-
cause of its irreflexivity. Therefore, in many cases we cannot use
series but have to use sequences (e.g. in the representation of expres-
sion-designs, $ 3 at the end).

German letters are used as signs of the metalanguage des-
ignating kinds of signs or expressions of the object language.
'i'designates (the class of) individual variables, 'in'individ-
ual signs (including variables), 'p' predicate variableS, 'pr'
predicates (including variables), 'i' functor variables, 'fu'
functors (including variables),'f' propositional variablest,
'fe' propositional signs (including variables),' @' sentences
(including propositional signs); 'b' variables (of any kind),
' c' constants,' 0' signs, t2[' expressions;',R' classes of expres-
sions (in most cases classes of sentences); 'g' sentences and
classes of sentences (see g 9). 'pro' designates predicates of
degree fi,'*pt'predicates of level m, e.E.'2pr1' predicates of
first degree and second level; analogously with'p', ';u', and
'f '. A constant of the metalanguage designating a particular
sign (-design) or expression (-design) of one of the kinds men-
tioned is formed with the help of a figure as subscript; a
corresponding variable of the metalanguage with the help
of a letter 'i','j', etc., as subscript. Thus'inr'is the name
(in the metalanguage) of a particular individual constant (of
the object language), e.g.'a'; 'inz' of another one, e.g. tb',
etc.; 'rprf' of a predicate of first level and second degree, e.g.
'R';'6a'of a particular sentence, e.g. 'Q(b)'. "If pxl.occurs
in 67, then..." is short for "if a predicate prt occurs in a
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sentence @i, then .. .". '*r(il), designates that expres-

sion which is constructed out of l[ by substituting g[; for u6
(i.e. by replacing b/c at every place where it occurs as a free
variable in 2l; by ?{;). The designation of a compound ex-
pression is formed by putting the designations of its parts
one after the other in the order in which the parts occur in
the expression; signs which are not letters (e.g. brackets,
comma, connectives, etc.) are in this procedure designated
by themselves. Thus e.g. 'prr (in2, in1)' (with the above ex-
amples) designates the expression ,R(b,a),i 6a V 6z is the
sentence which consists of 68 (this may be,e(b),) followed
by'V'followed by Oz.

As metalanguage we shall usually employ the Engiish
word-language, but supplemented by symbols, for the sake
of brevity and precision. In this way, we shall use the Ger-
man letter symbols just explained, and occasionally also
certain symbols of symbolic logic, among them variables
(e.9. 'x', 'F', etc.), operators (e.g. '(*)', , (gF),, .(trr) r, etc.),
the signs of identity (' :') and of definition (,:rr,). ,:D(,
is to mean 'is (hereby defined to be) the same as, or (if and
only if '. Further, with respect to classes, especially 0, we
use the customary symbols of the theory of sets: , r e ,e;, means
" # is an element of ,fr,; "; '.0; C .Fi, means ,,,A1 is a sub-class of
,8;"; -.8i is the complement of .B;, i.e. the class of all ele-
ments (of the type in question) not belonging to ,Fri .er * S; is
the sum of Or and Si, i.e. the class containing all elements of
,0i and all elements of ,fti; ,0r X ,e1 is the product of .R; and
S;, i.e. the class of all elements belonging to both classes.
(If in Er * Ei, tr or $ is not a class but a sentence 61, then
its unitclass {6r} is meant as component of the.u*.; {"}
is the class whose only element is r; l*r, *r, . . **l is the
class whose elements a;te, fi1, fi2t . . !cn, If SJll is a class of
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classes, pr(flft) is the product of the classes of Dtr (if D?1 is
null, pr(9Ir) is the universal class).

As first introductions ioto symboli.c logic for beginners see Cooley
[Logic] and Tarski [Logic]. On a higher technical level see White-
head and Russell [Princ. Math.], Quine [Math. Logic], Church
[Logic], Carnap [Logic].



B. SEMANTICS
The construction of semantical systems is explained. Seman-

tical concepts are introduced, espeiially truth, 
-designation, 

and
other concepts defined with their help.

$ 7. Semantical Systems
A semanti.cal system is a system of rules which state truth-

conditions for the sentences of an object language and thereby
determine the meaning of these se.ri"nc.s. a Jemantical syi-
tem S may consist ol rules ol Jormation, defining ,sentence- in
S', rul,es of d.esignation, defining ,designation iiS,, and. rules
gflryth, defining'true in S,. The sentence jn the meialanguage
'6r is true in S' means the same as the sentence 6i itself. This
characteristic constitutes a conditibn for the ad,equocy of defi_
nitions of truth.

By a semantical system (or interpreted system) we
understand a system of rules, formulated in a meialanguage
and referring to an object language, of such a kind tnat t[e
rules determine a truth-condition for every sentence of the
object language, i.e. a sufficient and ,rec"r.ary condition for
its truth. In this way the sentences are i,ntirpreted, by the
rules, i.e. made understandable, because to understand a
sentence, to know what is asserted by it, is the same as to
know under what conditions it would be true. To formulate
it in stiil another way: the rules determine the meaning or
sense of the sentences. Truth and falsity are called the trulh-
values of sentences. To know the truth-condition of a
sentence is (in most cases) much less than to know its truth-
value, but it is the necessarv starting point for finding out
its truth-value.

^.Example. _Suppose that Pierre says: ,,Mon crayon est noir,, (6r).
Then, if we know French, we undeistand the ,.nt"o." 6, ,lthouli
we may not know its truth-value. our understanding of 6, consists
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in our knowledge of its truth-condition; we know that 6r is true if and
only if a certain object, Pierre's pencil, has a certain color, black.

(This knowledge of the truth-condition for gl teUs us what we must
do in order to determine the truth-value of 6r, i.e. to find out whether
6r is true or false; what we must do in this case is to observe the color
of Pierre's pencil.)

In what way can the truth-conditions for the sentences
of a system be stated? If the system contains only a finite
number of sentences, then we may give a full list of the
truth-conditions, one for each sentence. This is done, for
instance, in the ordinary cable codes. A code translates each
sentence separately and thereby interprets it. Hence a code
is a semantical system, but one of a primitive kind. We may
thus distinguish two chief kinds of semantical systems, code

systems andlanguage systems. A code system lists the truth-
conditions separately for each sentence, while a language
system gives general rules for partial expressions of sentences
in such a way that the truth-condition for every sentence is
determined by the rules for the expressions of which it con-
sists. In the case of the ordinary cable codes, flag codes, and
the like, only the first form, that of particular rules, is possi-
ble. In the case of a language system containing an infinite
number of sentences, only the second form, that of general
rules, is possible, because we cannot formulate an infinite
number of rules. There are cases of languages with a finite
number of sentences where either form is applicable.

Exarnples. r. We construct a semantical system Sr in the following
way. Sr (that is to say, the object language of S') contains seven signs:
three individual constants, inr, in2, ins, two predicates, F6 and pr2, and
the two parentheses'('and')'. [I., order to be able to write down
actual examples of sentences of 51, we may choose some letters as the
first five signs, e.g. 'a'r'b'r tc', tP', tQ'. But this choice is obviously
irrelevant for the semantical properties of Sr and is therefore, strictly
speaking, outside of pure semantics. Its role is the same as that of
diagrams in geometry; they facilitate the operations practically but
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have no theoretical bearing on the proofs.] Sentences of Sr are the
expressions of the form Dr (in). The truth-conditions are given sep-
arately for each sentence by the foilowing rules:

r. pr1 (inr) is true if and only if Chicago is large.
z. prr (inr) is true if and only if New York is large.
3. prr (ins) is true if and only if Carmei is large.
+. prz (inr) is true if and only if Chicago ha,s a harbor.
5. prr (inz) is true if and only if New York has a harbor.
O. ptz (ins) is true if and only if Carmel has a harbor.

z. We construct the semantical system Ss in the following way. Sr
contains the same signs and sentences as Sr. We give five particular
rules each specifying the designatum of one of the five chief signs, and
one general rule for the truth-conditions of the sentences:

r. inr designates Chicago.
z. in2 designates New York.
3. ina designates Carmel.
4. Er designates the property of being large.
g. pxz designates the property of having a harbor.
6. A sentence Fri (in) is true if and only if the designatum of ini has

the designatum of pri (i.e. the object designated by ini has the property
designated by Fr). The systems Sr and Sz contain the same sentences,
and every sentence has the same truth-condition (interpretation, mean-
ing) in both systems. Hence they are essentially alike, but differ with
respect to the kinds of rules applied; Sr is a code system, 52 a language
system.

As the previous and the foilowing examples show, a
semant'ical, system, may be constructed in this way: first a
cl,assi,f,cati,on of the signs is given, then rules of formation
are laid down, then rules of designation, and finally rules
of truth. By the rules of {ormation of a system S the term
'sentence of S' is defined; by the rules of designation ,desig-

nation in,S'; by the rules of truth 'true in S'. The definition
of 'true in S' is the real aim of the whole system S; the other
definitions serve as preparatory steps for this one, making
its formulation simpler. On the basis of 'true in S,, other
semantical concepts with respect to S can be defined, as we
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shall see later. (The simplest one is the definition of falsity:
a sentence 6r of S is fal,se in S :pr 6r is not true in S.)fit
is especially important to be aware of the fact that the rules
of designation do not make factual assertions as to what are
the designata of certain signs. There are no factual assertions

iq pur"-s-"-pqantics. The rules meieBilir-a;wn co""e"tio" J i"
the form of a definition of 'designation in S'; this is done by
an enumeration of the cases in which the relation of desig-
nation is to hold. |sometimes the term'designation' is also
used for compound expressions and even for sentences; this
wiil be discussed later (g rz). In this case, the rules of desig-
nation define by enumeration the preliminary term 'direct
designation'; and with its help the more general term
' designation' is defined recursively.

In the case of the very simple system Sr it can easily be shown that
the ruies of designation define'designation'by enumeration. We can
transform those rules into an explicit definition:

r desi.gnates I in 52:or (r: inr and tr: Chicago) or (*: inz and
I : NewYork) or (r : inaandt : Carmel) or (x : pxrand t : the
property of being large) or (r : ptz and I : the property of having
a harbor).

(' I ' is here a variable not satisfying the ordinary rule of types; its range
of values comprehends both individuals and properties. The problem
involved here will be discussed later; see $ rz.)

It wili now be shown that the whole set of rules of formation, rules
of designation and rules of truth for 52 can be brought into the form of
a definition for'true in S2', based upon a classification of the signs
of Sg. (The classes Sr to ,8a are meant as in, pT, {' ('}, and {') '} respec-
tively; but this need not be mentioned in the formulation of the
system.)

r. Classification. Sz contains four (mutually exciusive) classes of
signs, ,8r, Oz, ,0a, and ,Qai ,Qr contains (only) the signs 0r, 02, o3l ,fl2, oa

and or,; ,fl:r, 0o; ,Fr, oz.

z. ?[,istrueinSr:or(Sr) (Sy) (Az) (SF) l2Lconsists olx,c,6,y,
or in this order and r e S: and / e Sr and l0 : o' and z : Chicago) or
(y : s, and z : New York) or (1 : 0g and z : Carmel)] and [(* :cr

t
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and F : the property of being_large) or (* : 0o &nd F : the property
of having a harbor)l and F(z)J.

By this definition, the system Sr is established.

A remark may be added as to the way in which the term
'tru,e'is used in these discussions. We apply this term chiefly
to sentences (and later to classes of sentences also). [The
term may also be applied in an analogous way to proposi-
tions as designata of sentences (see Dr7-r); but this use will
not occur often in the following discussions; compare the
terminological remarks i" $ gZ.] We use the term here in such
a sense that to asserl lhot a sentence is true ,neans th.e same os
to assert the sentence itsel,f; e.g. the two statements "The
sentence tThe moon is round' is true" and ttThe moon is
round" are merely two difierent formulations of the same
assertion. (The two statements mean the same in a logical
or semanticai sensel from the point of view of p&@gES,
in this as in nearly every case, two different formulations
have different features and different conditions of appli-
cation; from this point of view we may e.g. point to the
difference between these two statements in emphasis and
emotional function.)

The decision just mentioned concerning the use of the term
'true' is itself not a definition for 'true'. (It is rather a stand-
ard by which we judge whether a definition for truth is ade-
quate, i.e. in accordance with our intention) If a definition
of a predicate pr;-e.g. the word'true'or'valid'or any
sign arbitrarily chosen - is proposed as a definition of truth,
then we shall accept it as an adequate definition of truth if
and only if, on the basis of this definition, pr; fulfills the con-
dition mentioned above, namely that it yields sentences like
"'The moon is round' is . . . if and only if the moon is
round", where prr (e.g. 'true') is to be put at the place of
' . . .'. This leads to the following definition DZ-A.

D7-A. A predicate pr; is an adequate predicate (and its
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definition an adequate definition) for the concept of" trul,h

within a certain class of sentences S1' :nr every sentence

which is constructed out of the sentential function 'x is F
if and only if ?' by substituting !r; for 'F' , any sentence 6r
of S; for 'p', ar,Ld any name (syntactical description) of 6r
for ' fi' , follows from the definition of pr;.

Erampl,e. Let ,0i contain the sentence 'Chicago is a city'' Let '6r'
be a name of this sentence. Suppose that somebody introduces the
word 'verum' into English by a certain definition D. In order to ap-
ply D7-A, we have to examine all sentences constructed in the way
described in D7-A. By putting'verum' for'F', 'Chicago is a city'
for' p', and'6r' for' fi', we obtain' 6r is verum if and only if Chicago
is a iity'. If our examination comes to the result that D is of such a
kind that this and all analogous sentences follow from D, then, accord-
ing to D7-A, we shall call 'verum' an adequate predicate for truth and
the proposed definition D an adequate definition for truth. This is
practically justified by the fact that the result mentioned shows that
the new word 'verum' as introduced by D is used in the'same way as

the ordinary word 'true' according to the decision mentioned above.

DZ-A is the simplest form of the definition of adequacy;
it refers only to the special case where the sentences to which
the predicate for the concept of truth is applied belong to the
same language as this predicate - in other words, where
the object language is the same as (or part of) the meta-
language. fn general, object language.S and metalanguage
M are difierent. In this case, the following'more general

definition of adequacy applies. (This definition is due to
Tarski; see below.)

D7-8. A predicate Wt in M is an adequate predicate (and
its definition an adequate definition) for the concept of truth
with respect to an object language S :or from the defini-
tion of pxi every sentence in M follows which is constructed
out of the sentential function 'cc is F if and only if 1' by sub-
stituting Fr; for 'F', & translation of any sentence 6r of S
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unto M for 'p', and any name (syntactical description) of
@* for 'x'.

E*ample. Let S be a certain part of the German language, con-
taining among others the sentence tDer Mond ist rund'. Let '62' be
the name of this sentence. We take English aS metalanguage M,
The translation of 6z in M is 'The moon is round'. Suppose that a
definition Dz for the sign 'T' is proposed and that we wish to find out
whether Dz is an adequate definition for truth with respect to the
part S of the German language. According to D7-B, one of the sen-
tences to be examined is constructed by substituting tT' for 'F', the
translation'The moon is round' lot'p', and'@2'Ior'rt. Thus we
obtain the sentence '62 is T if and only if the moon is round'. If this
and all analogous sentences are found to follow from the definition
D2 of 'T', then Dz is an adequate definition and 'T' an adequate predi-
cate for truth in S.

It can easily be shown that two predicates each of which is an ade-
quate predicate for truth with respect to the same object language S
have the same extension (they are equivalent, Dro-rrb, and even
L-equivalent, Tzzt3).

Gt is especially to be noticed that the concept of truth in
the sense just explained - we may call it the semantical cow
cept of truth- is fundamentally different from concepts like
tbelieved', 'verified', 'highly confi.rmed', etc. The latter
concepts belong to pragmatics and require a reference to a
person.)

In order to make clearer the distinction just mentioned, let us con-
sider the following example. 'The moon has no atmosphere' (6r)1
'6r is true'(62); '6, is confirmed to a very high degree by scientists
at thepresent time'(93). g, says the same as @r;@z is, like61, &rr

astronomical statement and is, like 6r, to be tested by astronomical
observations of the moon. On the other hand,6e is a historical state-
ment; it is to be tested by historical, psychological observations of
the behavior of astronomers.

Wittgenstein (fTractatus] 4.o24, 4.46) has emphasized the point of
view that the truth-conditions of a sentence constitute its meaning,
and that understanding consists in knowing these conditions. This
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view is also connected with his conception of logical truth (compare

quotations given at the end of $ r8A).- 
According to Tarski ([Wahrheitsbegrrfi] p. u 67), S. Lesniewski was

the first to formulate an exact requirement of adequacy for the defini-
tion of truth, in the simple form of D7-A above (in unpublished lec-

tures since r9r9); and similar formulations are found in a Polish book
on the theory of knowledge by T. Kotarbinski (1926). F. P. Ramsey,

in his review (1923) of Wittgenstein's book, gives a related formula-
tion: "If a thought or proposition token 'P' s?ys prthen it is called
true if 2, and falie iI -?" ("Foundations of Mathematics", P. 275).

Tarski himself gave the more general form (like D7-B above) of the

definition of adequacy (his "Konvention [8", [Wahrheitsbegriff]
p. 3o5). Further, he gave the first exact definition for truth with
iespect to certain formalized languages; his definition fulfills the re-
quirement of adequacy and simultaneously avoids the antinomies con-
nected with an unrestricted use of the concept of truth as e.g. in every-
day language. In the same work fWahrheitsbegriff], Tarski comes to
very valuable results by his analysis of the concept of truth and related
semantical concepts. These results are of a highly technical nature
and therefore cannot be explained in this introductory Volume I.

The requirement mentioned is not meant as a new theory or con-

ception of-truth. Kotarbinski has already remarked that it is the old

clissical conception which dates back to Aristotle. The new feature is

only the more precise formulation of the requirement. Tarski says

furiher that the characterization given is also in agreement with the

ordinary use of the word 'true'. It seems to me that he is right in this
assertion, at least as far as the use in science, in judicial proceedings,

in discussions of everyday life on theoretical questions is concerned'

But I will not stress this point; it may be remarked that Arne Ness

has expressed some doubts about the assertion, based on systematic
questioning of people. At any rate, this question is of a pragmatical
(historical, psyihoiogical) nature and has not much bearing on the
questions of the method and results of semantics'
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g 8. Truth-Tables as Semantical Rules
The customary truth-tables are semantical truth-rules in the

form of diagrams. The rules of formation, and likewise the
rules of truth, for molecular sentences may be stated in the form
of a recursive definition, specifying the condition first for atomic
sentences and then for molecular sentences with reference to
their components.

The semantical systems considered so far contain only
atomic sentences. Now we come to systems possessing con-
nectives and molecular sentences constructed with their
help. The number of sentences in a system of this kind is
infinite. This is the case with nearly aII symbolic systems
usually dealt with, and also with the natural languages. [In
English, for instance, for any given sentence, however long,
we can construct a longer sentence by adding 'and the moon
is round'; therefore the number of sentences is infinite.]

The connectives are often introduced with the help of
truth-tables. It is easily seen that a truth-table is nothing
but a semantical rule in the form of a diagram. Take e.g.
the table of disjunction (usually written in a less correct way
with variables 'p ', etc., of the object language instead of
signs ' 6i' , etc., of the metalanguage) :

The four lines of the table are meant to say this: r. If 6c is
true and 6i is true, @; Y @1is true; z. if 6r is true and 63
is false, @r Y @1 is true; g. if % is false and 6; is true,

false. Hence the whole table says: @t y @1is true if and
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only if 6r is true or 67 is true or both. Thus the table states
a truth-condition for the sentences of the form 6; v 6i; it
says the same as rule (4c) in the example Ss below. /, .

The customary truth-table for negation is this:

It says: r. If 6r is true, -6; is false; z. if 6t is false, -9, i5

true. In other wordS, -6,; is true if and only if @; is faise,

i.e. not true. Hence it says the same as rule (ab) in the
example Se below.

In the same way, the customary truth-tables for the other
connectives are truth-rules in the form of diagrams. Some

of them are reformulated in words in the rules of the example
Sr below.

The ruies of formation for a system S in which the number
of components in a sentence is not limited may be formulated
in the following way. First, the form or forms of atomic
sentences of S are stated, and, second, the operations are
described by which compound sentences of S may be con-
structed out of sentences (and sometimes other expressions)

of atomic form. Thus the definition of 'sentence in S' is not
an explicit but a recursive definition. The term defined oc-

curs also in the definiens (see e.g. rules (z) for Sa below,
where '6' occurs in the definiens). This fact, however, does

not make the definition circular. If we wish to determine
whether a given expression 2[r is a sentence, the definition
refers us back to the question whether another expression
?Ir is a sentence. But it does so in such a way that ?Ir is a
proper part of ?Ir. Therefore, after a flnite number of ap-
plications of the second part of the recursive definition we
come to an expression of atomic form and hence to a solu-
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tion with the help of the first part of the definition. The
situation with the rules of truth is similar. They give a
recursive definition for 'true in S' in strict analogy to the
definition for 'sentence in S'. Therefore, for any given sen-

tence 6r of S, the rules of truth determine a truth-condition,
although in general they do not determine the truth-vaiue
of 6r.

Eramples of sernanti.cal, systerns. To facilitate understanding, we
formulate the rules in the following systems by using signs and ex-
pressions of the object language in quotes. The exact method using
names of the signs (German letters) has been shown in $ 7.

Semant'ical System Ss

r. Classification of signs. Three in ('n','b','c'), two px ('P','Q');
further single signs:'-', t V','('r')'.,

z. Rules of Iormation. An expression 2Ir in Sa is a senlence (6) in
Sa : pr ?L has one of the following forms:

a. pt(in); r. -(6r); c. (gc) V (g).
3. Rules of designation. a;d.esignates (an entity) a in Sa :pv s; is

the first and a the second member in one of the following pairs: a. 'a',
Chicago; b. 'b', New York; c. 'c', Carmel; d. 'P', the property of be-
ing large; e. 'Q', the property of having a harbor.

4. Rules of 
'truth. 6* is true in 53 :rt one of the following three

conditions is fulfrlled:
a. 6r has the form ptr (in), and the object designated by in; has

the property designated by Pxi.
b. 6r has the form - (6;), and 6t is not true.
c. 6* has the form (g) V (gr, and at least one of the sentences

6; and 6; is true.

Examples o! application oJ the rules. (While the rules require every
component of a connection to be included in parentireses, we shall omit
the parentheses here and in later examples under the customary con-
ditions.) Let us examine the expression'P(c) V-Q(u)' (2I,) on the
basis of the rules of 53. By applying rules (zc) and (zb), and rule (za)

twice, we find that ?L is a sentence in Ss. Now we apply rules (4) in
order to construct a truth-condition for 2L in Sr. According to rule
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(4c),21, is true in Sa if and only if 'P(c)'is true or'-Q(a)'is true or

fotf,. e..o.ding to (ab),'-Q(a)'is true if and only ii :a(a)'is not

true. Hence, 2[rtis true if and only if 'P(c) ' is true or 'Q(a) ' is not true

or both. Aciording to (4a) and (3) , ' P (c) ' is true if and only if Carmel

is large, and 'Q(a); is true if and only if Chicago has a harbot' There-

for", It, is trueln'Sa if and only if either Carmel is large or Chicago does

,ot hur" a harbor or both. Thus we have found a truth-condition for

?Ir in Ss as determined by the rules of Sa. But these rules do not suffice

to determine the truth-value of 2[r. In order to find this we must

know certain facts in addition to the rules. This would lead us out-

side of semantics into empirical science, in this case into geography'

S ernanticol Systent. S a

r. Classification of signs. The same signs as in 53, and in addition
a , (1r a-,., J l :'

z. Rules of formation. (a), (b), and (c) as in Sr;further: d' (6t) ' (6);
e. (g) > (6); f. (6,) = (g).

3. Rules of designation. The same as in 53.

4. Rules of truth. (a), (b), and (c) as in Ss; further:

d. 9r has the form (g) . (g), and both 6; and g, are true'

e. @r has the form (9, f (6,), and 6i is not true or 6i is true

or both.
f. 6* has the form (6,) = (@i), and 6i and 61'are either both

true or both not true.

g 9. Radical ConcePts
On the basis of the concept of truth, the following concepts,

called. radical semantical concepts, are defined: '{alse', 'im-
plicate',' equivalent',' disjunct',' exclusive', t comprehensive''

Theorems for these concepts are stated.

By the rules of a semantical system S the concept of truth
in S (for sentences) is defined, as we have seen' We shall now

define other semantical concepts on this basis' These con-

cepts are called rad.i,cal, conce\ts and their terms radicol' terms,

in distinction to terms formed with prefixes ('L-' and 'F-',
$$ 14 and zr). We add some theorems; these are based

merely on the definitions, not on any postulates; hence they
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are analytic. In the definitions and theorems \r/e make no
special assumptions concerning any particular features of S.
Hence these definitions and theorems belong to general
semantics. (For the sake of brevity, we often omlt the phrase
'in,S' in connection with a semantical term; but it must be
kept in mind that every semantical term has a meaning only
with respect to a semantical system and therefore, in a com-
plete formulation, must be accompanied by a reference to a
semantical system.l

Most of the theorems in this section are not of great im-
portance in themselves but are lemmas to other theorems or
serve for later reference. Here and later, the more important
definitions, theorems, postulates, etc., are marked by a plus
symbol' +'. In referring to a definition, a theorem, a postu-
late, etc., of the same section, we omit the section number
(e.g. a reference 'D3' in this section refers to D9-3).

We shall apply the semantical concepts not only to sen-
tences but also to classes of sentences (including the null class
and transfinite classes). Thus we may e.g. regard a book or
a paper as a (finite) class of sentences; and a theory may be
regarded as the class (in general transfinite) of all those
sentences which are deducible from a given finite set of
sentences, e.g. physical laws. Now a book or a paper or a
theory is meant as the joint assertion of all sentences belong-
ing to it; hence it seems natural to call it true if and only if
those sentences are true (Dr).

+D9-1. fttis true (in S) :Dr every sentence of ,8r is true.

One possible way of defining the semantical terms for both
sentences and sentential classes would be to define them for
classes and then to add the general convention that a term
may be applied to a sentence 6; if and only if it applies to
its unit class {6r}. fnstead, we formulate the definitions
with the help of 'E' ($ 6); 't;'is a variable of the meta-
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language whose range of values comprehends both sentences
and sentential classes of the object language.

+D9-2. Er is false (in S) : pr E; belongs to S and is not
true in S.

+T9-1. .Q; is false if and only if at least one sentence of .Qr

is false. (From Dz and r.)
T9-2. Er is not both true and false. (From Dz.)
T9-3. tr is either true or false. (From Dz.)

, T9-4. If A, C,8r and .86 is true, then S; is true. (From
Dr.)

T9-5. If A, C.8r and ,Bl is false, then Sr is false. (From
Tr.)

T9-6. The class of all true sentences of S is true. (From
Dr.)

T9-7. There is a false sentential class in S if and only
if there is a false sentence in ,S. (From Tr; if O; is false,

{en} is false.)
T9-8. .Bt * Oi is false if and only if Or is false or ,Fi is

false. (From Tr.)

The relation of impl,i,cation, to be defined now (D3), must
be clearly distinguished from logical implication, to be de-
fined later ('L-implication', g r4). [In order to stress the
difference, the first is sometimes called material implication;
see terminological remarks, g 37, Connections (r).] Analo-
gously, equioalence (Dq-+) must be dis-tinguished from logical
equivalence (' L-equivalence', $ r +). (Implication and equiva-
Ience as defined here are not logical relations; they do not
require any connection between the subject-matter of tr
and that of Er., but merely certain conditions with respect to
the truth-values of E; and t1. Therefore, these relations are
much less important than the corresponding L-concepts and
the corresponding concepts in syntax (C-concepts, g z8);
they serve chiefly as a basis for these other concepts.) The
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same holds for the terms 'disjunct', 'exclusive', and 'com-
prehensive' in relation to the corresponding L-terms and
C-terms. For the sake of brevity, we shall often write
'Er + Ef instead of 'Ei is an implicate of E;' (or 'E; im-
plies Ei', a formulation we usually avoid). (Thus the arrow
'--u' is here not, as in Hilbert's notation, a connective (of
implication) but a predicate of the metalanguage designat-
ing a certain relation between sentences, not between propo-
sitions.)

+D9-3. fi is an implicate of tr (Ee implies ti, Et -- E)
(in S) : nr Er and t7 belong to S, and either tr is false or
E1 is true (or both).

+T9-10. If Er + Ei and Er is true, E; is true. (From
D3 and z.)

+T9-11. If E; + t; and E; is false, [r is false. (From
D3 and z.)

T9-12. If Et is false, E.' -+ ever] t7. (From D3.)
T9-13. If f7 is true, every tt --+ ti. (From D3.)
T9-14. The relation of implication is

a) reflexive (i.e. t; - ti),
b) transitive (i.e., if Er * Ei and t; * Er, then

[r - Er). (From T3, D31Tro, Tr3, Trz.)
T9-15. If 6i e ,Q;, then ,Qr ---+ 6i. (From D3, Dr.)
T9-16. If e, C 0;, then Sr ---+,Qi. (From D3, Dr.)
T9-17. E; --+ .8; if and only if gi ---+ every sentence of

0i. (From D3, Dr, Tr3, Trz; Tr5, Trab.)
T9-18. E; is not an implicate of Er if and only if tr is

true and t7 is false. (From D3.)
+D9-4. Er is equivalent to [i (in S) :nr El and Ei

belong to S, and either both are true or neither of them is
true.

T9-20. Each of the following conditions is a sufficient
and necessary condition for t; and f; to be equivalent (to
one another):
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+a. Er and E; are both true or both false. (From
D4,Dz.)

-Pb. t; + Ei and Ei - t;. (From D+, DS.)

T9-21. Each of the following conditions is a sufficient
and necessary condition for fc and ti not to be equivalent:

a. Exactly one of them is true.
b. Exactly one of them is false. (From Tzoa.)

T9-22. 6.i and {gr} ure equivalent. (From Tzoa,Dt,
Tr.)'

It is important to notice the difierence (r) between a negation sen-
tence, whether in a symbolic language (example 6r below) or in Eng-
lish (62), and a sentence about falsity (6a); and likewise (z) between
an equivalence sentence (6r and 6s) and a sentence about equivalence
(60), and (3) between an implication sentence (€z and 6s) and a sen-
tence about implication (6).

Exarnples:

r. 6r: '- Q(c)'.
6r: 'Carmel does not have a harbor'.
6s:' 'Q(c)' is false'.

z. 6q,: 'P(a) = Q(b)'.
6s:'Chicago is large if and only if New York has a harbor'.
66:' 'P(a)' is equivaient to'Q(b)' '.

3. @t:'Q(c) ) P(b) '.
6a: 'If Carmel has a harbor, New York is large'.
6s:' 'Q(c)' implies 'P(b)' ' (or ' 'P(b)' is an implicate of
'Q(c)' ' or ' 'Q(c)'-r'P(b)' ')'

62, not 6a, is the direct translation of 6r into English; likewise, 6r,

we have translated' . . . = - - -' into' . . . if and only if - - -', and
'...J---'into'if ... then---'. These translations are often
appropriate; but in these examples they deviate somewhat from the
customary use of the word 'if ' and the phrase 'if and only if in Eng-
Iish, because these expressions are usually restricted to cases where
there is a logical or causal or motivational connection between the two
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members. A more precise but somewhat lengthy translation of 'A ) B'
is 'not A, or B', and of 'A = B' tA and B, or, not A and not B'. The
chief distinction is between 6r and 6z on the one hand and 6a on the
other. 6r belongs to a symbolic object language. @z may be regarded
as belonging either to English as an object language or, so to speak,
to the object part of the Englih metalanguage, i.e. to that part which
does not contain semiotical terms. On the other hand, 6s belongs to
the metalanguage and, moreover, to its semantical part. In the cases
(z) and (3), the situation is analogous.

D9-5. tr is disjunct with g (in S) :r, at least one of
them is true (and hence, not both of them false).

T9-25, If E; is disjunct with E7., then ti is disjunct with
tr. (From D5.)

D9-6. Er is exclusive of E; (in S) : r, not both of them
are true (and hence, at least one is false).

T9-27. t; and Ei are exclusive (of one another) if and
oniy if tr * Er is false. (From D6, T8, Ti.)

We shall designate the null class of sentences in S, i.e.
that class of the type of sentential classes which has no ele-
ments, by 'A.r' or simply 'A' (DZ) and the universal senten-
tial class in S, i.e. the class of all sentences of S by 'V"' or
simply 'V' (D8). Then Ais true (TSz); it fulfills the condi-
tion of Dr that every sentence of it is true, because there
is no such sentence. There is no analogous theorem for V.
Although in most semantical systems V is false, we cannot
state it as a geheral theorem that V is false, but only that V
is false if there is a false [r at all in S (Ta3b). There are
systems in which every sentence and hence every ,E; and
every t; is true, including V (e.g. in the system Sr, which is
like Sz, $ 7, except that ing designates San Francisco instead
of Carmel). The fact that every system contains a true 06,
namely A, but not every system a false S;, r€v€&ls an aston-
ishing lack of symmetry in the edifice of semantics. We shall
find in the discussion in [II] (see Bibliography) that this is
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due to a lack of symmetry in the custornary way of dealing
with sentential classes. By employing new concepts, which
are not definable by the concepts ordinarily used, it will be
possible to gain symmetry for semantics and simultaneously
for syntax.

+D9-7. A (Ar) :r1the null sentential class.
. T9-30. For every .Q;, A C ,8t. (From DZ.)

+T9-32. A is true. (From D7, Dr; can also be seen with
the help of T3o, 6, and 4.)

T9-33. Every Et * A. (From T3z and r3.)
T9-34 (lemma). If A -' Ei, then Ei is true. (From T3z

and ro.)
T9-35. Er is true if and only if n --+ E,:. (From T34;

Trs.)
+D9-8. V (Vr) : r1 the universal sentential class.

T9-37 (lemma). Every 6r e V.
T9-38 (lemma). Every,Q, C V.
T9-39 (lemma). ! --+ every 6;. (From T37 and r5.)
T9-40 (lemma). ! ---+ ever! .8r. (From T38 and 16.)

+T9-41. ! ---+ every E,.. (From T39 and 4o.)
T9-42. Each of the following conditions is a sufficient

and necessary condition for V to be true in S:
a. Every 6; in S is true.
b. Every 0; in S is true.
c. Every Er in S is true. (From D8, Dr.)

T9-43. Each of the following conditions is a sufficient
and necessary condition for V to be false in .S:

a. At least one sentence in S is false.
b. At least one sentential class in S is false
c. At least one tr in S is false.
(From T4z.)

The term 'comprehensive' (D9) is introduced only for the sake of
corresponding L- and C- terms (Dr4-5, D3o-6).
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D9-9. t a is comfrehensiae (in S) : pr Ei ---+ every sentence in S.
T9-50. Each of the following conditions is a sufficient and necessary

condition for Ei to be comprehensive:
8. ti+V. (From D9, Tr7.)
b. Er is equivalent to V. (From (a), T4r.)
c. E;+ every Si. (From (a), T4o, Trab.)
d. ti---+ every Ei. (From DS, (.).)

We shall now define the concept of equivalence of seman-
tical systems; it must clearly be distinguished from the con-
cept of equivalence of sentences or sentential classes (Dq-+).

D9-11. The semanl,i,cal, systemS^is equiaal,ent to the seman-
tical system S, :p; the following two conditions are ful-
filled:

&. S- and S, contain the same sentences.
b. For every @r @; is true in S- if and only if 6; is

true in S,.

T9-70. The systems S* and S, are equivalent if and only
if the following three conditions are fulfilled:

o. S- and S, contain the same sentences.
b. For every 96, if 6; is true in S-, it is true in S,.
c. For every gi,if. @; is false in S-, it is false in S,.
(From Drr.)

T9-71. If S- and S, are equivalent systems, then each of
the following concepts (applied to sentences and sentential
classes) has the same extension in S- as in S,: a. truth,
b. falsity, c. implication, d. equivalence, e. disjunctness,
f. exclusion, g. comprehensiveness. ( (a), from Drr, Dr;
(b) to (g), from Drr and the definitions of these concepts,
which are all based on the concept of truth.)

$ 10. FURTHER RADICAL CONCEPTS 4r

g 10. Further Radical Concepts
Some concepts applicable to attributes are defined, among

them t universal', 'empty', 'implicate', 'equivalent'. These
. concepts are absolute, i.e. not dependent upon language. With

their help, corresponding semantical concepts ('universal in S',
etc.), applicable to predicates, are defined. Further, the terms
'interchangeable', textensional sentence', and'extensional
system' are defined. Theorems for the concepts defined are
stated.

There are some semantical properties and relations of
predicates analogous to some of the properties and relations
of sentences defined in $ g. As a preliminary step to the
introduction of these semantical terms we shall first define
some terms which may belong to any suitable object lan-
guage rather than to the metalanguage. (They are, however,
not descriptive but logical in the sense to be explained in
$ ,S.) Therefore these terms are not accompanied by a
reference to a language, but - as we shall say later ($ :r7) -they are used in an absolute way. The concepts designated
by these terms are thus not dependent upon language; we
call them absolute concepts ($ ,Z).

In the following definitions, M and ny' are attributes of any
degree, say n. 'M(u) ' means 'M holds for the argument a'
or 'a possesses the attribute M' , where u is a sequence of ra

members belonging to types suitable f.or M. I/ is a relation
of degree two;'H(r,y)' means 'Il holds between x and y'

D10-1. M is universal :or for every n, M(u.).
D10-2. M is empty :or for every u,not I[(u) (in other

words, there is no rz such that M(u)).
D10-3. M is non-empty :ot M is not empty (in other

words, there is at least one u such that M(") ).
D10-4. /y' is an implicate of M (or, M implies N) :r,

for every u,if M(u) then N(u) (in other words, the extension
of. M is contained in that of I/).
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D10-5. M is equivalent to l[ :pi for every u, M(u) if
and only \t N(u) (in other words, M and N imply one an-
other, they coincide, they have the same extension).

D10-6. M is exclusive of Iy' : nr there is no z such that
M(u) and N(").

Further, the familiar concepts of the theory of relations
belong to this kind of absolute concept, e.g. 'symmetric',
t non-symmetric ', t asymmetric ', t reflexive ', ' non-reflexive ' ,
t irreflexive ', ' transitive ' , ' non-transitive ', ' intransitive ',
tconnected', tone-many', tmany-one', tone-one', etc. We
shall give only one example here:

D10-7. H is syntmel,ric :nr for every r and y, if. H(x,y)
then H(y,x).

Now we decide to use the same tqrms as semantical terms
also, hence for different but closely corresponding concepts.
While the terms in their absoiute use defined above are ap-
plied to attributes, in their semantical use they will be ap-
plied to those predicates which designate attributes of the
kind specified. For these concepts, the dependence upon a

Ianguage system is essential. Thus e.g. (the property of be-
ing) large is non-empty independently of any language, just
because of the fact that there are some large things. On the
other hand, the predicate 'P' is non-empty i,n Se ($ B) be-
cause of the same fact; the same predicate 'P' may be empty
in some other system because there it may designate some
other property which happens to be empty.

D10-10. A predicate Fr; is a. universal (b. empty, c. non-
empty) in S :nr the attribute designated by pr6 in S is
a. universal (b. empty, c. non-empty, respectively).

D10-11. Frr is a. an implicate of (b. equivalent to,
c. exclusive of) pq in S : pr the designatum of pr; in .S is

a. an implicate of (b. equivalent to, c. exclusive of, respec-

tiveiy) the designatum of pq.
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D10-12. A' pred,i,cate pr; of degree two is symnt'et'ric in S : pt

the relation designated by pr, in S is symmetric'

Analogous definitions may be laid down for the other terms

of the theory of relations.

The following concept is of interest chiefly because of the

correspondi"s i- and b- concepts (D.'-+-6,D3r-6)'
Otri-fS. U; is interchan[,eable with ?I; (in S) :nr any

closed sentence 6; is equivalent to every sentence 67- con-

rir".t"d out of g; bY either replacing ?Ir at some place in 6i
by ?Ii or 2I; by ?Ir, and there is at least one pair oJ sentences

d, ""a 
e,'of ihis kind. (The last condition is added in order

to exclude trivial cases.)

Ifasentence6;isconstructedoutofothersentencesas
.o-pot 

"rrts 
with the help of some olJhe ordinary sentential

.orrr".tir.. (as e.g. in Sa and Sr, $ 8) then the truth-value

of 6; depends merely upon the truth-values of its com-

porr"rtt. (Th"tefore, a sentence of this kind is sometimes

ialled a tiuth_function of its components; we shall call it
extensional, with respect to its Pltial sentences') This con-

cept is defined in a general way in^Dzo'

btO-ZO. g; is exlensional (i" S) in reiation to a partial

sentence 6i occurring at a certain place in 6'r :or for every

;i;; ($ 6) ek, if 6i is equivalent to 6ro, then 6t is

"q"i"uf""t 
io the sentence constructed out of g; bY replac-

ing @, at the Place in question bY 6r'
bffi_Zf . Tie systems is extensional in relation to partial

sentences :rl foi every 6t in S, if 6l contains a closed sen-

tence6;atsomeplace,then6;isextensionalinrelationto
@iattlnat P1ace.

T10-20. 
- 
If .s is extensional in relation to partial sentences,

then any two closed equivalent sentences in S are inter-

changeatle. (From Dzt,Dzo, D'S')
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g 11. Variables
If a system S contains variables, then, on the basis of the

rules of designation and as basis for the rules of truth, we lay
down first rul,es of aalues, and then either rules of d,etermi.nation,
or rul,es of fuJf.l,l,ment The rules of values specify which en-
tities are the values of the variables of the kinds occurring in S;
the rules of determination specify which attributes are deter-
mined by the sentential functions in S; the rules of fulfillment
specify which entities fulfill the sentential functions in S.

The examples of semantical systems discussed so far (S1to
Sr, $$ 7 and 8) are constructed in a very simple way. They
lack one important feature, variables. The chief applica-
tion of variables is in expressing universal and existential
propositions.

If a system S is to contain variables, the classification of
signs, which precedes the formulition of rules, has to specify
the kinds of variables. The rules of formation refer to these
kinds in describing the forms of sentences. Then, in a rule
of values related to the rules of designation, it is stated for
each kind of variable which entities are to be values of the
variables of that kind. Their class is sometimes called the
ranlle of values of the variables in question. If an expres-
sion ?Ii or a sign o; designates a value of a variable by, we call
?Ii a value expression and c6 a value sign of u7. A rule of
values might e.g. state that the range of values of the in-
dividual variables i in the system S comprehends all space-
time points, or all physical things, or all events, or all human
beings in general, or all human beings living at a certain
time, etc. The values of the i are then called the individuals
in S. A rule for another kind of variables, say F, might state
that all properties of individuals are their values, or all
second-degree relations of individuals, or all attributes of
any degree of individuals, or all properties of any f,nite level,
or all attributes of any finite ievel, etc. A rule for still an-
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other kind of variables, say f, might state that the proposi-
tions (designata of. sentences) are their values.

Further, for a system,S containing variables, rules have to
be given specifying which entities are determined by the

erpressional, Junctions (i.e. expressions with free variables;
see g 6) of various forms, and especially which attributes are
determined by sentential functions. These rules which de-
fine 'determination in.S' are called rules of determination.

Then, with the help of the concepts defined by the preced-
ing rules, especially the range of values of a variable and the
attribute determined by a sentential function, truth rules for
general sentences have to be laid down.

Exampl,e of a sernanlical system contai.ni.ng aari.ables. We construct
the system So out of S, ($ 8) by adding new signs and rules. (So con-
tains only individual variables; all sentences are closedl all operands
have molecular form, i.e. they do not contain operators.) Here again,
to facilitate understanding, we sometimes use expressions of the
object language included in quotes.

Semanti.cal' system Sa

r. Classification of signs. In addition to the signs of Ss, So contains
' f, ' and an infinite r4rmber of. i (' r' , t y ', etc.).

z. Rules of formadion. An expression 2Ir in Sais a senlerttial Juncti.on
in 55 :r, ?Jr has ond of the following forms: a. pr(i);8. -(2I), where

?Ii is a sentential function; y. (?I) V (?I), where 2[r and ?I; are sen-

tential functions containing the same variable.
An expression ?fr in Ss is a semtence (@) n So : Dr 2[r has one of the

following forms: a. pr;(in1), where ini is a constant; b. -(6); c. (gi)
v (6);d. (i) (?L), where 2[i is a sentential function containing ii;
e. (Si) (2[,), *h.." ?Ii is a sentential function containing i,"

3.{. Rules of designation. 'fhe same as in Sa. (We might, of course,
add in 56 more Dt and in and then specify here the designatum of each
of these signs.)

38. Rules of determination. A sentential function il* d,etermines in
56 the property F :p1 one of the following three conditions is ful-
6lled:
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a. 2Jr has the form Fri (ir), and pri designates F;
b. ?[ has the {orm -(2Ir, and F is the property of not having

the property determined by ?L;
c. 2[ has the form (?I) V (2[i), and F is the property of having

either the property determined by ?I1 or that determined by
2[1' or both.

3C. Rule of values. Values of the i in So are the towns in the United
States.

4. Rules of truth. @r is true in 56 :Dr one of the following condi-
tions is fulfilled:

(a), (b), and (c) as in 53.
d. 6r has the form (ir) (2td) and every value of i; (i.e. every town

in the United States). has the property determined by ll;.
e. 6r has the form (gir) (Ui) and at least one value of ii has the

property determined by 2[;.

{he rules, especially those of determination, become more
coh'plieated ig-l system where operators within operands
and therefore sentential functions of higher degree occur
(".g. '(r)(gy) (. . x ..y. .)'). Here, an order of the vari-
ables must be specified, an alphabetical order, so to speak.
It is very convenient for many purposes, and especially for
the formulation of rules for systems containing variables, to
supplement the English word language (as metalanguage)
by adding variables and the operators '(x),, , (f,r),, and
'(trr)'.

Eramples of rul,es oJ d,etermi.nation ('M' is used as a rp").
r. If (the sentential function) 2[ determines (the attribute of

degree n) M and if ir is the mlh in alphabetical order among the a
variables occurring freely in 2L, then the sentential function (oidesree
n-r) (it) (U,) .a.t".-ines (trrr,r2, . . fia-1,r,641, . . . *^)li")i(*r,
?2,. . xc^,. . ct")) (this is an attribute of degree z-r). (Formulated
in words and variables but without symbolic operators, it would run
like this: "(ir(zti) determines that rlhtion *iri.t hotd, between 11,
frzt . . **\ !cm*\ . . r, if and only if for every individual fi*, M holds
between fi\ fizt . . . rctu, . . &n".)

z. Under the same conditions (Si,,)_(llr) determines (\rr,rz, . .
xwrt *m+rt . . x^) l(!.x^) M(*r, xz, . . x*)f'.
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If S contains other kinds of variables, then the rules of

values for these kinds are of course different from the ex-

amples given here (as shown by the examples given at the
beginning of this section). But the'form of rules of determi-
nation is in aII essential respects similar to that of the ex-

amples just given.

The concept of fuifillment (or satisfaction) to be defined
now is closely related to that of determination.

D11-1. z fulfllls ?Ir in S :rr there is an M such that 2It

determines M, and that M(u) (i.e. there is an attribute M
of degree z such that the sentential function llr of degree z
determines M and that M holds for zz, which is a sequence

of degree ra).

Examples. r. The ordered pair (i'e. sequence of two members)

Castor, Pollux (a pair of objects, not of names!) fulfills the sentential
function 'r ist ein Bruder von y' in German. z. Chicago fulfiIls 'P(r)'
in So. 3. Suppose that the system Sz contains 56 and, in addition,
predicate variables ('P' etc.). The simple formulation "Chicago,
iarge fulfitls 'F(r) ' in 57" is, unfortunately, not permitted by tlle t-r?-

ditional English grammar; therefore we have to replace it by the fol-
lowing clumsy formulation: "The pair consisting of Chicago and the

property of being large fulfills 'F(r)' in 57".

Dr defines 'fulfiilment' on the basis of 'determination';
the latter term is hereby supposed to be defined by rules of

determination. The inverse procedure is also possible;

'determination' can be defined on the basis of 'fulfillment'
(DA). ?I; is here a sentential function of degree n, M an

attribute of degree n, u, a sequence of degree a.
D11-A. W; d.etermines M in S :pr for every u, M(u) if-

and only if z fulfills ?I.;.

Thus fulfiIlment may serve as the basic concept in the
construction of a semantical system, defined by rules of
fulfiitment instead of rules of determination. (For the formu"
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lation of rules of fulfillment, as for those of determination,
it is convenient but not necessary to make use of the con-
cept of designation to be defined by rules of designation.)
Then determination would be defined on the basis of ful-
fillment as in DA, and truth on the basis of determination,
as e.g. in the truth rules of So.

There is another way of defining truth directly on the
basis of fulfillment without the use of the concept of determi-
nation. The definition can be given an especially simple
form (DB below) if we make use of the concept of tne nutt
sequence (i.e. the sequence which has no members, analogous
to the null class) and regard a sentence as a sentential func-
tion of degree zero. Analogously, we may regard a proposi_
tion as an attribute of degree zero. [This wide.rirrg out ot
the concepts would of course involve certain modificitions in
previous explanations and definitions, especially with respect
to the concept of fulfillment.]

D11-8. @; is lrue in S :or the nu|l sequence fulfitls 6t.
Tarski [wahrheitsbegrifi] bases his definition of truth on the con-

cept of fulfillment or satiqfying (but in a way technically difierent
from that indicated here). This procedure seems to have certain
advantages in those cases where it can be applied, namely for lan-
guages containing variables.

rn a bter volume of these studies it is pranned to make a systematic
comparison of the difierent forms of bases for semantical systems.

. Previously we defined ,universal,, etc., for attributes
(Dro-r, etc.) and 'universal in S,, etc., foi predicates des_
ignating those attributes (Dro-ro, etc.). \Ir" ,ro* define
the same terms for sentential functions determining those
attributes.

Dll-2. A sententia,l,function ?I.i is a. universal (b. empty,
c. non-emp$) in S : nr the attribute determin.d b, lI;
in S is a. universal (b. empty, c. non-empty, respectiveiy).
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D11-3. A sentential function 2[; is a. an implicate of
(b. equivalent to, c. exclusive of) a sentential function
?li in S : rr the attribute determined by 2t; in S is a. an im-
plicate of (b. equivalent to, c. exclusive of, respectively) the
attribute determined by 2t7 in S.

$ 12. The Relation of DesiSnation
It is convenient to adopt for semantical discussions a use of

the term 'designation' which is wider than the ordinary use, so
that we may speak of the designata not only of individual
constants and predicates but also of functors and sentences.

.A 
general convention for this wider use is laid down (Drz-B).

To which signs and expressions of a semantical system S
(i.e. of its object language) is it possible and advisable to
apply the relation of designation? So far we have applied
it to individual constants and predicates of different levels
and degrees. In a similar way it may of course be applied to
functors of any tlpe occurring in S. But it is possible to en-
Iarge the domain of application to a considerable extent, and
it seems convenient to do so for the signs and expressions of
S of all those types for which variables occur in the meta-
language, er.,en if this includes the type of sentences and the
tlpes of sentential connectives. We use as metalanguage in
this section the English language supplemented by variables,
including propositional variables. Instead of 'z designates s
in S' we write 'Desr(u,r)' or simply 'Des(u,a)' where the
context makes clear which system is meant.

Instead of, and in analogy to, the rules of truth based on
the narrower concept of designation in the previous form of
a semantical system (".9. S, in g 8) we should have here rules
of designation for sentences and, in addition, a general ex-
plicit definition for truth; the latter has the same form in all
systems and may therefore be stated once for all in general
semantics (Dr).
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Dl2-1. @;istrue in S :pr there is a (proposition) 2 such
that Des(g;,p) and p.

fn order to satisfy the ordinary rule of types, we should
have to use different terms for the relation of designation as

applied to individuals, attributes (of different types), and
propositionS, e.B. 'Deslnd', 'DesAttr', 'DesProp'. It is,
however, much more convenient to use only one term 'Des'.
This does not lead to ambiguities because the type of the
second argument makes clear which kind of designation is

meant. But this use presupposes a suitable structure of the
metalanguage so as to avoid the restrictions by the ordinary
rule of types in this point (see remark below).

Example. In order to reformulate the system S, ($ 8) in th: way
described, we replace (s) by (SA) and (38), and (+) ($ 8) by (3C) and
(+) (here). (3A) and (3B) are explicit definitions; (SC) is recursive,
like (+) in $ 8. 3A, B, and C could be combined into one recursive
definition for 'Dessr'.

3. Rules of designation.

A. For individuals.

Deslnd.s, (in;,r) :or one of the following three conditions is
fulfilled:

a. ini: ta', and:r: Chicago,
b. ini : 'b', and r : New York,
c. ini: 'c', and r : Carmel'

B. For attributes.

DesAttrx, (prr,F) - Dr one of the following two conditions is
fulfilled:

a. pxi :'P',and p : (thepropertyof being) large,
b. pr, : 'Q', and F: having a harbor.

C. For propositions.

DesPropsr(@o,P) :Dr one of the following three conditions is
fulfllled:
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a. 6r has the form pri (inr), and there is an F and an r such

that DesAttr(prr,F) and Desfnd(ini,r), and 2 : (the prop-
osition that) r is F.

b. 6r has the form -@;, and there is a g such that
DesProp(6;,q), and P : not q.

c. 6r has the form @; Y @1 and there is a q and an r
such that DesProp(6r,q) and DesProp(6i,r), and p :
qorr.

4. Rule of truth.
@r" is true in Sa : pr there is a (proposition) f such that
DesProp(@r,p) and p.

Application of the rules. It follows from (3Aa), (SBa), (gCa), that
DesPiop('P(a)', Chicago is large); and hence with (4), that'P(a)'is
true in Sr if and only if Chicago is large. A similar result holds for
each of the other sentences of Sa. Therefore, the definition of'true in
53' given by the rules stated above fulfllls the requirement of adequacy
($ Z); it is merely another formulation for the same system Sa.

According to the ordinary rul,e oJ types, usually called the simple
theory of types, a particular argument-place beside a particular predi-
cate may be fllled only by expressions which all have the same type
and hence the same level and the same degree. Therefore, on the basis

of this rule, we could not have'&', 'F', and'1h'as second arguments
to the same predicate 'Des', as we had above. [The same holds for
'Chicago' ,ttd 'the property - - -' as second arguments for 'desig-
nates'in the formulation of rule (3) for Ss in $ 8; that already was a

violation of the rule of types.] We may, however, modify the rule of

types by admitting transfinite levels; a predicate of level or is allowed
to-taks as arguments expressions of any finite level, including sen-

tences, which we assign to the zero level. If we assign'Des'to this
Ievel c,r, then its use initead of 'Deslnd','DesAttr', and tDesProp'in

the examples mentioned, and likewise its use with arguments of still
other typis, is correct. Another way of accommodating'Des' as here

used would be to use as metalanguage a language system without
distinctions of types or levels; systems of this kind have recently been

constructed 
"spiiiutty 

by Quine fMath. Logic] and Bernays (Journ'
Symb. Logic, vbl. z (i937) and sub-sequent volumes). - ^'Conceriing the simfrie theory of tlpes see [Syntax] $ 27, [Lo-gic]
$$ zrb and e9b. Concerning transfinite levels see [Syntax] $ 53
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rvith references to Hilbert and Giidel, Tarski fWahrheitsbegriff]
g 7, Carnap [Logic] $ z9b.

Sometimes objections are raised, especially by empiricists,
against the wider use of the relation of designation and es-

pecially against its application as a relation between sen-

tences and propositions. It is said that, while object names

(individual constants) and predicates do designate some-

thing, namely objects and properties or relations, a sentence

does not designate anything; it rather describes or states

that something is the case. This may indeed be true with
respect to the customary use of the words 'designation', 'to
designate', etc., in English. It is obviously not in accordance
with ordinary usage to say " 'P(u)' designates Chicago is

large " ; and the same holds for corresponding sentences in
languages of similar structure. First, English grammar does

not admit a sentence in the position of grammatical object.
This difficulty, however, can easily be overcome by insert-
ing 'that' after 'designates'. Second, 'to designate' would
ordinarily not be used in this case. But this does not seem

to me to be a sufficient reason against its wider use as a
technical term. Very often, in transferring a word from
the ordinary language into the language of science, we en-

large its domain of application. The only question in such

a case seems to be a question of expediency; and the decision

will depend chiefly upon whether the similarity between the
cases of ordinary application and the new cases is strong
enough for the enlargement to seem natural. In the case

under discussion there seems to be a strong analogy between

the different cases, in spite of the difference in types; this
will soon become clear.

This analogy will also help us to remove from our path
some other stumblingblocks. With respect to some of the
types to which the reiation of designation is here applied,
the puzzling question is sometimes raised, what exactly is
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the kind of designata of the expressions of the one type or the

other? Thus iiis e.g. discussed whether the designatum of

a thing-name (e'g. 'Chicago') is the corresponding thingor
itr ,rrrIt-autt i"]s. whether it is Chicago o {Chicago})'
Further, the question is discussed whether the designatum

of a predicate of first degree is a property or a class' In both

.u."i it is said. as an argument in favor of the second answer

that a designatum should always be a class. If designata of

sentences aie admitted at all, the question is raised whether

they are states of affairs (or possible facts, conditions, etc.,

which seems chiefly a terminological difference) or rather

thoughts.
LeI us suppose for the moment that we understand a given

object language S, say German or Ss ($ B), in such a way that

*" ur" able to translate its expressions and sentences into

the metalanguage M used, say English (including some vari-

ables and symtots). It does not matter whether this under-

standing is based on the knowledge of semantical ruies or is

intuitivi; it is merely supposed that, if an expression.is given

(say e.g. 'Pferd', 'drei' itt Get*ut,'P','P(a)' in S), for aII

practicat purposes we know an English expression- corre-

sponding to lt as its "literal translation" (e'g' 'horse',

'ihree';-'lar*E',' Chicago is large')' Then we will lay down

a definition of adequacy for the concept of designation,

which is not itself a definition for a term'Des"' (or'to desig-

nate in S') but a standard with which to compare proposed

definitions. In a similar way' we had before a definition of

adequacy for truth (DZ-B), and later we shall have one for

L-truth (D16-r). 'Adequacy' means here simply agreement

with our intention for the use of the term'
D12-8. A predicate of second degree Wt in M is an ade-

quatepredicate for designation in S :pl ev€rlsentence inM
of tt 

" 
iot* Frr (?t;, 2tr) where 2ti is a name (or a syntactical

description) n M of an expression 2l- of S (belonging to one
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of the kinds of expressions for which Frr is defined) and ?Ir
is a translation of 2[- into M, is trre in M.

If prr is adequate then we also call its definition and its
designatum, i.e. the relation defined as designation, ade-
quate. This definition of adequacy leaves open the question
of which types are admitted as arguments for pr,.; it deter-
mines only how a predicate for designation is to be used for
certain types i,f we choose to use it for these types. Hence
we may, for instance, restrict its use, in the sense of the ob-
jection mentioned, to in and pr. But it is proposed here to
use it for all types for which there are variables in M, i.e.
to admit as a second argument ?Ir any value expression of
any variable in M. The practical justification for the given
definition of adequacy lies in these two facts: r. It supplies a
general rule for all the different t1pes, in a simple way;
z. it seems to be in agreement witlr the ordinary use of 'desig-
nation'as far as this use goes.

On the basis of an adequate relation of designation, the
question of the designatum of an object name is to be
answered in favor of the object (see example za below) as

against its unit class.

Eramples. r. If 'Desc' is an adequate predicate (in M, i.e. English)
for designation in German, then the following sentences are true:
a. 'Desc('Pferd', horse)'; b. 'Desc('drei', three)'. z. If. 'Des5r' is
defined as indicated above (taking the place of 'Deslnd5r', 'Des-
Attrsr', and 'DesProp5r' simultaneously), then it is an adequate
predicate for designation in Sr. Among other sentences, the following
must become true: a. 'Dessr('a', Chicago)'1 b. 'Dessr('P', large)';
c.'Des5r('P(a)', Chicago is large)'; and they are indeed true, as we
have seen before. We see that adequacy requires us to write in the
argument-place of 'Des' 'large' instead of 'largeness' (as English
grammar would demand after the word'designates') or'the property
of being large' (as we formulated it previously) or'the class of large
things' ; and likewise 'horse' instead of 'the property of being a horse'
or'the class of horses'. This shows that we can assign designata to
predicates without using either the term 'property' or 'class'. [fne
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question whether a designatum, e.g. Iarge, is a property or-a class will
tius not disturb us in using the relation of designation, but it, too,

must finally, of course, be answered. The answer will depend upon

the structure of the languages used, especially with respect to exten-

sionality. The same holds for the question whether sentential desig-

nata arl truth-values or whatever else. It is planned to discuss these

questions in a later volume of these studies in connection with the

discussio., of extensional and non-extensional language systems']

We define 'synonymous' on the basis of 'designation'
(Dr). Thus the term 'synonymous' may be appiied in- a

narrower or wider way according to the narrower or wider

domain of application chosen for 'designation'.
Dl2-2. ?Ir in S- is synonymous with 2[i in S" :ut ?I;

designates in S- the same entity as 2[i in S,.
Thus the relation of synonymity is in general not restricted

to the expressions of one system. Most of the semantical

relations can be applied to expressions of diferent systems,

even those which, for the sake of simplicity and in considera-

tion of their most frequent use, we have defined with respect

to one system.

Erample. 'Gross' in German is synonymous with'P'in Sa because

Desc('gross', large) and Des5r('P', Iarge).

Exairples'of oiher semantical relations for two systems. Instead of

D9-4, we might take the following definition:
Dt2-C. E, in S- is equ.iaalent to tr'in S, :Dr either Ei is true in

S^ and fi is true in S,, or Ei is false in S- and Ei is false in S"'
The same could be done with 'implicate', 'exclusive', 'disjunct',

and also with the corresponding L-terms ($ ,+fi; see remark at the.end

of $ 16), but not with the corrisponding C-terms in syntax ($ 
'8)'


